
WELCOME

by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

Illicit crypto mining appears to be booming in the South Caucasus region, with

Abkhazia where crypto rigs are reportedly flooding over the border – despite the

fact that mining is officially illegal under Abkhazian law.

BITCOIN MINING RIGS ARE POURING INTO
ABKHAZIA…WHERE MINING IS ILLEGAL
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China's state-backed Blockchain-based Service Network (BSN) has integrated

with six public chains including Tezos, NEO, Nervos, EOS, IRISnet and

Ethereum. This is part of China's plan to be the one and only infrastructure

provider for blockchain firms around the world. 

CHINA’S BLOCKCHAIN INFRASTRUCTURE
EXTENDS REACH WITH SIX PUBLIC CHAINS

by Rachel Wolfson, writing for Cointelegraph

Everything is bigger in Texas, and now the state with the second-largest

geographical area in the United States is aiming to prove that it can lead the

way in blockchain innovation.

US STATE OF TEXAS SADDLES UP TO
BECOME THE NEXT BLOCKCHAIN CAPITAL

by Richard Kastelein,
writing for The Blockchain

South Africa’s largest

bitcoin exchange by

trading volume VALR has

raised R57-million ($3.4-

million USD) to advance

the adoption of

cryptocurrencies in

Africa. The Series A

equity round of funding

was led by 100x

Ventures, the investment

arm of 100x Group who

are behind

cryptocurrency

derivatives trading

platform BitMEX.

SOUTH AFRICA’S
VALR RAISES
$3.4 MLN TO
EXPAND CRYPTO
ADOPTION 

by David Pan, writing for Coindesk
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WELCOME

by Connor Blenkinsop, writing for Cointelegraph

Seven sponsors have backed the hackathon, which aims to encourage

developers to put various blockchain solutions to the test — with $15,000 in

prizes to be won.

VIRTUAL HACKATHON ENCOURAGES
DEVELOPERS TO TEST OUT NEW BLOCKCHAINS

by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

South Korean electronics giant LG has created a very public showcase for its

blockchain-powered food and agriculture traceability platform – at one of Seoul’s

busiest subway stations.

LG SHOWS OFF BLOCKCHAIN-POWERED
FARMING SYSTEM AT SEOUL METRO STATION

by Samantha Yap, writing for Cointelegraph

The recent Twitter hack has placed the words “Bitcoin” and “scam” in one headline

again, though Bitcoin has nothing to do with it.

DEFENDING BITCOIN’S INTEGRITY IN THE
GREAT TWITTER HACK

by Helen Partz, writing for
Cointelegraph

Russia’s newly passed

crypto bill finally provides

a legal status to crypto, but

does not allow it to be

used as a payment

method.

RUSSIAN
LAWMAKERS
FINALLY PASS
COUNTRY’S
MAJOR CRYPTO
BILL

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

China controls much less Bitcoin (BTC) mining power than people think,

according to a new survey released by asset manager Fidelity and crypto

research firm BitOoda, the survey reveals that China is actually responsible

for around 50% of Bitcoin mining — not 65%.

CHINA CONTROLS 50% OF BITCOIN MINING
WHILE US HITS 14% — NEW SURVEY
by William Suberg, writing for Cointelegraph

CoinDesk produced a

 primer on yield farming,

liquidity mining,

automated market making

and all the other terms

shaping the brave new

world of decentralized

finance. Listen to the

episode here.
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